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ABSTRACT
Concept drift - a change, either sudden or gradual, in the underlying
properties of data - is one of the most prevalent challenges to maintaining high-performing learned models over time in autonomous
systems. In the face of concept drift, one can hope that the old model
is sufficiently representative of the new data despite the concept
drift, one can discard the old data and retrain a new model with
(often limited) new data, or one can use transfer learning methods
to combine the old data with the new to create an updated model.
Which of these three options is chosen affects not only near-term
decisions, but also future needs to transfer or retrain. In this paper,
we thus model response to concept drift as a sequential decision
making problem and formally frame it as a Markov Decision Process. Our reinforcement learning approach to the problem shows
promising results on one synthetic and two real-world datasets.

retraining problem as a sequential decision making task, and harnessing ideas from the RL literature to learn a robust policy for
model update.
This paper makes two main contributions. First, we formally
frame the autonomous model retraining problem as a reinforcement learning task. To our knowledge, we are the first to consider
the benefits of this approach. Second, we propose a robust and
general framework for learning an autonomous model adaptation
policy that balances learning costs with overall performance and
is completely decoupled from the underlying models. We show
empirically that this approach is superior to other baseline metalearning policies, including two competitive drift detection methods
(DDM[7] and HDDM[6]). We also show how our approach can be
scaled to more complex, multidimensional input, using deep neural
nets.
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The issue of concept drift has been the focus of many works in
the past 20 years [8, 25–27]. Widmer and Kubat proposed a framework for continually deciding which samples to add and which to
throw away (or “forget”) as new data comes in [26]. Klinkenberg
and Joachims presented a windowed support vector machine formulation meant to countermand drift [13], whereas Gamma et al.
started a thread of detecting drift by considering the error rate over
time [7]. More current examples include the work of Brzezinski
and Stefanowski, who actively update an ensemble of classifiers
weighted by their current accuracy, and combine them using Hoeffding trees [2], and HDDM, a method proposed by Frias-Blanco
et al., that uses Hoeffding bounds to identify whether drift has
occurred [6]. In another related work, Minku and Yao proposed a
diversity based approach for adapting an ensemble to a drifting data
stream[15]. These works are also connected to the large subfield of
online learning [12]. The model retraining problem is also related to
the notion of continual, or lifelong learning, both in the context of
general machine learning [18], and in RL [17, 20]. However, lifelong
learning is not the same as drift adaptation, since in the case of
learning under drift, the learner is engaged in the same ongoing
task, whereas in lifelong learning, the learner is expected to adapt
to new tasks presented sequentially. Both lifelong learning, and
our proposed task of autonomous model management can also be
perceived as part of the transfer learning literature, a rich problem
domain studied extensively both in the context of RL [23], and machine learning in general [16, 24]. A key difference between these
methods and this paper is that we do not focus on the specifics of
the underlying models or even the data itself. Instead, we propose
an RL meta-learner that decides when and how the model should
be updated, thus enabling the models themselves to be simple and
generic. Previous methods for drift detection such as DDM and
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INTRODUCTION

As automation grows, more and more industry control systems
around us make decisions autonomously, ranging from image understanding [19] to movie recommendation systems [9] and network and service virtualization [3]. Underneath their hoods, many
of these systems rely on models. These models can be descriptive
(capturing the properties of data) or predictive (using known data
to predict other, latent properties). However, such systems are often
susceptible to the nonstationary, ever-changing dynamics of data
in the real world. In recommendation systems, tastes and fashion
change. In climate prediction, the properties of the environment
change constantly. These changes, either gradual or abrupt, are
commonly referred to as concept drift. Such shifts in the feature
distribution and underlying label correspondence constitute a significant challenge to learning systems. In the face of concept drift,
we consider the problem of how to generically and adaptively adjust
models to mitigate the risks of drift. We refer to this challenge as
model retraining, or model management. In this paper we propose
a novel reinforcement learning (RL) approach, framing the model
Proc. of the 17th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2018), M. Dastani, G. Sukthankar, E. André, S. Koenig (eds.), July 10–15, 2018,
Stockholm, Sweden. © 2018 International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and
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the reward received given a transition (R : S × A × S → R). In
continuing (non-episodic) MDPs it is often customary to specify
a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1], which specifies the uncertainty (and
therefore diminishing importance) of future rewards compared to
rewards observed right now. To perform optimally in a task that
an MDP represents, an agent must find a policy π ∗ : S → A such
that executing action π ∗ (s) from any given state s would yield the
highest expected sum of rewards over the sequence of states and
P
actions t∞=0 γ t R(st ,at ,st +1 ). This is traditionally referred to as
“solving” an MDP.

HDDM (which we compare against) focus on the error rate, which
contains less information than the core distributional properties
of the data that our method uses. In addition, rather than trying
to adaptively find the optimal decision threshold given current information, methods such as DDM employs hard-coded parameters,
which are harder to tune appropriately.

3

MODEL RETRAINING AS A MARKOV
DECISION PROCESS

Updating the current model of a given system affects not only the
ability to act upon the data currently observed, but data observed
in the future as well. Update a model too quickly and you may
keep getting sidetracked by outlier occurrences, or waste resources
on needlessly retraining too frequently. Wait too long to update,
and the performance of your system might deteriorate drastically.
Given this property, it makes sense to frame autonomous model
management as a sequential decision-making task. As such, this
problem is suitably formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
[21]. In this formulation, the system is an agent, which, given the
current model, observations of new data, and knowledge of past
data, needs to routinely decide whether to update its model, and in
what fashion.
Let us first consider a concrete example. Suppose you are managing a recommender system with a learned model that maps individual profiles to song recommendations. Song requests are received
from multiple individuals over time. For quality assurance purposes,
requests are grouped by hours. To decide whether the model is still
useful, every k hours, the system aggregates all the songs played
in a predetermined time window (say, a single hour), along with
people’s rating of the songs recommended to them (such that the
aggregated information is supervised). Given this supervised sample of the data, how can the system decide best whether its model
is up to date or not, and if not, how it should be updated?
Accordingly, in our formulation, incoming data modeled by the
system can be divided into batches of varying size (most typically,
representing some time window e.g. days or hours). For each batch,
the system needs to decide how to best process the data. In the
process, the agent needs to balance performance and cost (as they
are determined for a given domain). We assume that it is infeasible
for an agent to observe the entire batch before making a decision
on how to best adapt the model. For this reason, the agent relies
on subsampling the data before making a decision. We assume this
subsample is unbiased. After observing the subsample, the agent
then decides how to best update the model prior to handling the
entire set of samples in the batch. This process is repeated in the
next timestep indefinitely.
In the next two subsections, we first formally recap what a
Markov Decision Process is, then proceed to describe the model
retraining problem as an MDP.

3.1

3.2

Formulation of the Model Retraining
Problem

Formulated as a Markov Decision Process, the general structure of
the model retraining problem is the same, regardless of domain or
model purpose. In this subsection we describe how model retraining
reduces to a Markov Decision Process.
The state is defined as a tuple ⟨Mt ,obst ⟩, with Mt the current
model and obst the new observed data at time t. Data at time t
contains multiple instances, and we refer to it as a batch. Batch sizes
may vary from one timestep to the next. Furthermore, in this paper
we assume not all batch data obst can be practically observed in
real time to make a decision. Instead, some realistically observable
L t , is used by the agent, making
and unbiased subsample of it, obs
L t | → |obst |, the properties of
the MDP partially observable. As |obs
the sampled data converge to the exact values of the true world
data at time t and the MDP becomes fully observable. Therefore,
the state space S is defined as the Cartesian product of the model
and observation spaces.
At each time step, the agent has the choice of either retraining a
model from scratch based on the new data, adapting (or transfering)
the current model to the new data, or leaving the current model
as is. This defines an action space of three possible actions, a ∈
{RETRAIN, ADAPT, KEEP}. For convenience of notation, we define
these actions as functions of the current state, a : M × OBS →
M,at (⟨Mt ,obst ⟩) → Mt +1 , where M is the model space and OBS is
the observation space.
S and A induce a stochastic transition function P. Specifically,
we can use the following shorthand notation:
P (⟨Mt ,obst ⟩,at ) = ⟨at (⟨Mt ,obst ⟩),obst +1 ⟩
Note that stochasticity originates in the fact that we do not know
what observations the agent will observe next, nor do we know how
well the data sample corresponds to the actual data the model needs
to process at time t (though we assume the sample is unbiased).
As a reward function, we factor in the utility of correctly handling observed data vs. the cost of each action. A predefined utility
acc_reward is associated with every single observation o ∈ obs that
is accurately modeled at time t.
Furthermore, there is an inherent cost associated with each action. While keeping an existing model costs nothing, adapting and
retraining are both associated with a computational penalty per
processed sample. The resultant reward function takes the form
of r t = |O modeled | · acc_reward − action_cost, where O modeled is the
set of all samples in the batch correctly handled by the model at
time t, where the specific notion of “correctly handled” changes

Markov Decision Processes

An MDP M is represented as ⟨S,A,P,R⟩ where S is the set of states
an agent can be in, A is the set of actions that the agent can take
at a state, P is the transition function that gives the transition
probability of reaching a particular next state s ′ from state s after
P
taking action a (P : S × A × S → R; s ′ P (s,a,s ′ ) = 1), and R is
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from one domain to the next. Note that this formulation satisfies
the Markov property, as the reward and transition functions are
entirely dependent on the current state and the action taken.
The cost of each action represents the computational cost of
training a model, as well as the cost of collecting and annotating
data. For instance, assume, in our music recommender system example previously discussed, that while the sample obtained every
k hours is sufficient to determine whether the model is still useful,
it is not enough to train a sufficiently reliable model for future
timesteps, and therefore additional samples need to be obtained. In
the case of transfer, fewer samples are needed, and the computational cost of updating the model is lower than in the case that a
new model is trained from scratch. There is also the opportunity
cost of potential system downtime while models are being updated.
In such a case, it is less expensive to train a new model from scratch
during a “slow” timestep when there aren’t that many observations
to handle, compared to a very busy timestep when the number
of handled observations is very high. The specifics of such cost
considerations are determined specifically for each environment,
but the framework is sufficiently flexible to represent a wide range
of such considerations.
To complete the MDP formulation, we also specify a discount
factor γ ∈ [0, 1], a constant which reflects how future costs and utilities should count towards present estimates. Given that the agent
P
maximizes the sum of discounted rewards t∞=0 γ t R(st ,at ,st +1 ),
setting γ to 0 only weights the immediate reward at each timestep,
whereas setting γ to 1 gives equal weight to rewards obtained now
or at any time in the future.
In the following section, we discuss how this formulation lends
itself to a reinforcement-learning based approach to finding an
optimal policy for model management that is domain agnostic in
structure.

4

LEARNING A POLICY THROUGH
APPROXIMATE VALUE ITERATION

Once the model retraining problem is formally defined as an MDP,
a suitable policy needs to be learned for this MDP. As mentioned
in Section 3, in certain cases the MDP can be explicitly “solved”,
resulting in the optimal policy. If the state and action spaces are
finite and sufficiently small, this can be done through a dynamic
programming procedure called value iteration [21]. However, in the
case of continuous state spaces this option is no longer feasible. A
variety of approximation strategies exist to mitigate this problem.
Consider for instance the simplest approach of partitioning a continuous state space via a grid, then applying value iteration on the
discretized state space (now rendered discrete and finite). As further
discussed in Section 4.1, if the state space is Lipschitz-continuous
[4], the error induced by this approximation can be bounded, and
converges to 0 as the grid becomes tighter.
Let us assume our model can be parameterized as M = ⟨m 1 , . . . ,mk ⟩.
Given a reasonable model for observation distribution, it too can
be parameterized, either by its sufficient statistics or using a nonparametric representation obst = ⟨d 1 , . . . ,dl ⟩ (examples for such a
representation include the weights of an artificial neural net or the
coefficients of a regressor). This parameterization lends itself to a
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straightforward value iteration procedure based on a discretized
representation of the parameter space.
For simplicity of notation, let us consider the following shorthand
[M − C,M + C]x as representing a grid of width 2C around current
model parameters M with stepsize x. For instance, for a simple
two-dimensional model M = ⟨m 1 ,m 2 ⟩, [M − C,M + C]x = M 1 ×
M 2 = { (a,b) | a ∈ M 1 and b ∈ M 2 }, where C = ⟨c 1 ,c 2 ⟩, M 1 =
{m 1 − c 1 ,m 1 − c 1 + x,m 1 − c 1 + 2x, . . . ,m 1 + c 1 − x,m 1 + c 1 } and
M 2 = {m 2 − c 2 ,m 2 − c 2 + x,m 2 − c 2 + 2x, . . . ,m 2 + c 2 − x,m 2 + c 2 }.
By discretizing both the model and observation spaces we have
produced a discrete (and therefore finite) representation of the
state space as the Cartesian product of M × OBS where M =
[M − Cm ,M + Cm ]xm , and OBS = [obs − C obs , obs + C obs ]x
.
obs
This finite state representation enables us to perform the dynamic
programming procedure of value iteration. Intuitively, the result
of applying this procedure is the answer to the question of “if
my current model parameters are M and the observation data is
drawn from obs, should I RETRAIN, ADAPT,
R or KEEP?”. Lastly we
note that the expected reward is given by Ps (x ) · Ms (x )dx where
Ms (x ) specifies whether in state s the model M (which is part of the
state) correctly services request x. An intuitive strategy for deciding
on the discretization range is to set C values to be a factor of the
estimated observation covariance Σ. For observation distribution
parameters, under certain smoothness assumptions, modeling the
deviation range as a multiplier of the variance manifested in the data
makes it very likely that your learned policy will be well-defined
for the next batch of observations.
Intuitively, the policy learned by the approximate value iteration
(AVI) process, given a current model and an estimate of the data
distribution, specifies deviation ranges in which keeping the current
model is best, deviation ranges where it is best to do model transfer,
and ranges where it is best to learn a new model entirely. The
challenge (and power) of this approach lies in finding the nearoptimal cutoffs for these decisions at each timestep in an adaptive
fashion. As we later show, relying on a fixed rule of thumb to
accomplish the same does worse than this value iteration approach.
In the following subsection we briefly discuss how far off from
optimal this policy can be.

4.1

Theoretical Intuition

If we were able to use the unapproximated value iteration procedure (for instance, in a case where the state and action spaces are
sufficiently small), and to fully observe the data at each step, the
resulting policy would be optimal as a guaranteed property of the
value iteration algorithm. However, given that both the estimate
and the approximation are imperfect, error in the resultant policy
comes from two sources: (1) the sampling error in the estimate
of the current distribution; and (2) the state-action approximation
L | increases,
error. Item (1) is manageable due to the fact that as |obs
the statistical estimates converge to the true values of OBS. FurL can
thermore, it is reasonable to assume that in many cases obs
be an unbiased sample, meaning the expectation over the bias is
0 [5]. As for Item (2), it has been shown that if the approximated
space is a non-expansion then the approximation error with respect to the optimal policy is bound as well [10]. Specifically, if
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Finally, the reward function is formulated as r t = |O modeled | ·
acc_reward − action_cost. An observation is successfully modeled if
o ∈ [(1 − δ )µ, (1 + δ )µ], where δ is the slack or accuracy factor. This
concept is illustrated by example in Figure 1. We note that given
a current model and an assumed distribution, the expectation of
the reward can be computed analytically, a property we use in the
value iteration process. The action cost is determined according
to the concrete domain of application, and needs to reflect both
the computational increased incurred by the sample size and the
difficulty of obtaining samples.

the space is Lipschitz-continuous, which is a reasonable assumption for many data domains, including the ones we examine in
h (K + γ K ||V ∗ || )
this paper, then the error can be bound by 1−γ
2
1
Q
∗
where the ||V ||Q quasi-norm is the span of the value function,
||V ||Q = sups V (s) − infs V (s), h is the grid width, γ is the discount
factor, and K 1 ,K 2 are constants [4].

5

DISTRIBUTION MODEL RETRAINING

In the previous Section we discussed the abstract formulation of the
model management problem as an MDP. In this Section, we discuss
autonomous model management in the concrete case where the
model needs to capture statistical properties of observed data.
One type of model maintenance problem that has multiple uses
and serves as a good illustration for a framework is that of distribution tracking. Given a constant stream of multidimensional data, we
need to generate a model that tracks the properties of the observed
data. In this setting, we are interested in modeling the observed data
as a multivariate Gaussian, with (µ, Σ) as the sufficient statistics.
We consider observations in the current batch o ∈ obst as modeling
success cases, or “hits”, if they are within a certain factor of our
estimated µ. Similarly, we consider it a modeling failure, or a “miss”,
if an observation is outside that confidence range. At each timestep,
the agent is presented with a set of observations obst , drawn from
some unknown distribution. The agent is then allowed to sample
L t of the observations, and decide whether it needs
some subset obs
to update the model, and how. As described in the previous section,
in this paper we consider three options at each timestep - keep
the model unchanged, retrain a new model from scratch based on
the new observations, or use transfer learning to update the old
model with the new model. In the next Subsection we show how
this setting is formally adapted as a Markov Decision Process.

5.1

5.2

AVI for Distribution Model Retraining

In this section we concretely adapt the abstract value iteration
approach proposed in Section 4 to the distribution tracking problem,
based on the MDP formulation described above (Section 5.1).
Recall that in the distribution tracking case, the model tracks the
mean and the variance of an observed data stream as a multivariate
Gaussian. For simplicity, let us assume that we are only interested
in tracking the mean, that the data is one-dimensional, and that
our current estimate of the mean is µ. Now we observe a sample set
L If we assume that new observations
from the next data batch, obs.
L from the
can only deviate by a certain range C = C obs · var(obs)
current mean, we can assume a putative range for the expected
¯
L
mean of future observation batches, obs
∈ [µ − C, µ + C]. Since the
observations represent the same distribution we are trying to model,
C may be used for both model and observation space discretization.
As described in Section 3, we discretize the range [µ − C, µ +
C]x and perform value iteration on the grid values, with all the
properties known. At every step of the dynamic programming
process, we are essentially asking the following: if I observe k
samples drawn from a distribution with mean a and variance b, and
my current model is with mean c, what is the expected reward?
Assuming µ t +1 ∼ N(µ t ,var t ) and var t +1 remains the same, this

MDP representation for the Distribution
Tracking Problem

Following the formulation presented in subsection 3.2, we define the
state as a tuple ⟨Mt = ⟨µ t , Σt ⟩,obst ⟩, with Mt and obst the model
and the new observed data at time t. In each timestep the agent has
the choice of either retraining a model from scratch based on the
new data, adapting (or transfering) the current model to the new
data, or leaving the current model as is. In the distribution tracking
setting, updating the model from scratch simply means taking the
maximum likelihood estimate of µ and Σ based on the sampled
L t . In this paper, adapting the model means
observations at time t, obs
taking the average between the current model and the new model
L t )/2, Σt +1 = (Σt + var (obs
L t ))/2.
estimates µ t +1 = (µ t + obs
The transition function P (⟨Mt ,obst ⟩,at ) = ⟨at (⟨Mt ,obst ⟩),obst +1 ⟩
is defined concretely as:

= ⟨Mt ,obst +1 ⟩ if at = KEEP





L t )/2, Σt +

= ⟨⟨(µ t + obs



L
at (⟨Mt ,obst ⟩) = 
var (obs t ))/2⟩,obst +1 ⟩ if at = ADAPT



L t ),var (obs
L t )⟩,obst +1 ⟩

 = ⟨⟨obs



 if at = RETRAIN

Figure 1: An example 2-dimensional model for a data distribution.
A new observation that is sufficiently “close” to the mean estimate
(as determined by a parameter) is considered a success (or a “hit”),
whereas an observation that is not is a failure (or “miss”). X and Y
axes are in 2-dimensional feature space, color represents estimated
distribution frequency.

(1)
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Algorithm 1 Distribution Tracking Approximate Value Iteration
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

which adapts the model if the observed data has deviated by more
than 25% of the current estimate, and retrains if it has deviated by
more than 50%. (6) DDM [7], a drift detection method that identifies
potential drift based on the distributional properties of the error
rate. DDM identifies two levels of drift risk - “warning” level and
“drift” level, so these two levels correspond naturally to “transfer”
and “retrain” actions, respectively (default parameters were used).
(7) HDDM [6], a more recent approach to drift detection that relies
on Hoeffding bounds. HDDM also identifies “warning” and “drift”
modes for the data, which again correspond with “transfer” and
“retrain” (default parameters were used).
We analyze the performance of each model reuse strategy over
30 timesteps with randomly drawn batches in this synthetic domain. The experiment is repeated over 10 iterations at each step to
provide a measure of statistical significance to the reported results.
The results are provided in Figure 2. As can be observed, our system
significantly outperforms the other baselines. Figure 2(a) shows the
overall average reward per step, whereas (b) and (c) show the accuracy and the costs, respectively, illustrating how the AVI approach
carefully balances these two considerations in model retraining.

L current model mean µ, current variance
Input: observation sample obs,
estimate Σ, variation fraction C, discretizing factor k, discount factor
γ.
L
Set C = C obs · var(obs)
D = [µ − C, µ + C]k , yielding an approximate state
Discretize range M
D ×M
D = {⟨m, obs⟩ | m, obs ∈ M
D ⟩.
space S = M
while not converged do
P
Vi +1 (s ) := maxa s ′ P a (s, s ′ ) (R a (s, s ′ ) + γ Vi (s ′ ))
end while
return policy:



X

π (s ) := arg max 
P a (s, s ′ ) R a (s, s ′ ) + γ V (s ′ ) 

a 
′
s


question can be answered analytically for each state, making the
AVI process well-defined, as described in Algorithm 1.

6

DISTRIBUTION TRACKING - EMPIRICAL
EVALUATION

In this section we study our model retraining agent architecture in
three different domains: one synthetic and two real world datasets.
In all the experiments, γ = 0.95. While adjusting for different discount factors is outside the scope of this paper, our experimentation
with other γ values in the range [0.9, 0.99] indicates that results are
qualitatively robust in that respect. In our experiments, we assume
a utilty of 10 for each serviced request and a cost of 5 for using samples in training. In the case of transfer, a smaller model is trained,
using only 50% of the amount of samples needed to retrain from
scratch. Throughout the paper we use a sampling rate of 10% per
batch. These parameters were chosen for simplicity, as they seem to
reflect reasonable tradeoffs. Based on informal experimentation, the
results do not seem qualitatively sensitive to the specific parameter
configuration.

6.1

Proof of Concept - Synthetic Data

As a first step, we concretely illustrate our approach using a synthetic domain. This step is useful since controlling the process
which generates the data gives us the freedom to both test the
validity of our approach and test its limitations.
Our synthetic domain is simple - data is drawn from a 2-dimensional
Gaussian distribution with unknown ⟨µ, Σ⟩ parameters. At each
timestep, a number of observations drawn from a Poisson distribution |obst | ∼ Poi(λ). Additionally, the distribution shifts in a
random walk process at each timestep - µ and Σ drift by factors
drawn from a different unknown distribution is added. To make
the distribution meaningful, an upper bound is placed on the value
of the true underlying variance.
We compare our value iteration approach to seven baseline policies: (1) a “do nothing” policy which always stays with its current
model; (2) a “retrain always” policy, which retrains a model, paying
the cost associated with this action, at each timestep; (3) an “adapt
always” policy, which always updates the existing model using
new data; (4) a random policy, which chooses actions uniformly
irrespective of the current state at each timestep; (5) a fixed policy,
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Figure 2: Reward per step over 30 time steps for our approximate
value iteration (AVI) system compared to the other model retraining policies. Results are averaged over 20 simulations per step and
are statistically significant (using a paired t-testa ). Results are in the
synthetic domain. (a) avg. reward (b) average success rate (c) avg.
cost. Figure is best viewed in color.
a In all places where mentioned, statistical significance was
determined for cumulative reward at the end of the 30 steps for all
agents.

6.2

Real World Domain I - ThisIsMyJam
Dataset

It is important to ascertain whether our approach holds merit with
real world data that may not (and is indeed unlikely to) behave like
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a constantly shifting Gaussian distribution. For this purpose we
look at an interesting real world domain: the ThisIsMyJam archive,
which curates people‘s reported song preferences (AKA “jams”) [11].
This Is My Jam (2011-2015) was an online social music network
where users could post one song at a time, their current “jam”. A jam
lasted for up to a week, emphasizing the ephemeral nature of jams as
favorite songs at that particular point in time. By cross-referencing
the attested “jams” with the Million Song Dataset [1], one can
extract many auditory features of songs liked by multiple people
over varying time spans between the years 2011-2015. As a proof of
concept, we set out to track the distribution of tempo and loudness
of preferred songs on a weekly basis, using the same assumptions
used in the synthetic domain. This task makes a good real-world
test case for handling drift, since aggregated song preferences can
vary wildly over short periods of time, and being able to track
distributional properties of musical preferences is a valuable aspect
of any music recommendation system that operates over extended
periods. In the following experiments, the grid granularity we used
was 50, and C = 3. Figure 3(a) illustrates the results in this domain.
The results indicate that despite the domain being extremely noisy
over time (as reflected by the correlated fluctuations in performance
of all the algorithms examined), the value-iteration-based approach
we propose consistently outperforms the baselines in terms of
balancing performance and cost.

6.3

Figure 3: Reward per step over 30 time steps for our approximate
value iteration (AVI) system compared to the other model retraining policies. Results are averaged over 20 simulations per step. (a)
Results are in the AT&T ECOMP domain. (b) Results are in the song
preference domain. Figure is best viewed in color. In both cases results are statistically significant (using a paired t-test).

Real World Domain II - ECOMP

While tracking feature distributions is a valuable task, in many
real world scenarios the purpose of a trained model is to use the
incoming data to predict other, hidden properties. In this section we
study this problem, focusing on binary label classification. Given
a constant stream of multidimensional data, we generate models
that are meant to track the distributional properties of this data, as
well as its correspondence to a predicted variable (or label).

Lastly, we study the effectiveness of the proposed framework for
tracking distributions on another, fundamentally different real
world dataset, based on AT&T’s ECOMP Framework. The chats
dataset looks at real world anonymized data derived from a customer care scenario, where a model must determine if a customer’s
needs were fully satisfied after a digital chat with a representative.
In this study, digital chats are pooled from 9/1/15 to 4/1/16 (214 days,
over 1.8M samples) and transformed into term frequency (1363 features) with annotations as either true (the issue was resolved) or
false (a subsequent chat was received) - this last annotation serves
as the label we wish to predict. In this experiment, however, we
are only interested in tracking the request distribution, reflecting
the frequencies of certain terms. At each experiment we build a
joint model on the top two principal components of the word count
features. The results are presented in Figure 3. As before, we compare to the other baseline policies described above, and show our
RL approach significantly outperforms the other ones. The grid
granularity used was 50, and C = 5. Since data is provided in day
ranges, in our experiments we treat all requests on a given day
as a single batch. Figure 3(b) illustrates the results in this domain.
This domain is of interest because success in tracking the profile of
customer requests over time suggests overall applicability of the
proposed drift management approach for many real world online
services. Our results indicate that in this environment our proposed
method does particularly well, outperforming the other baselines
by a large margin.

7

7.1

MDP representation for the Prediction
Problem

The case of tracking a function of the data may seem inherently different, but conceptually, it is in fact a generalization of the previous
scenario. From the state space perspective, recall that in the distribution tracking setting described in Section 5 the states are defined
as the tuple ⟨Mt ,obst ⟩, with Mt and obst the model and the new
observed data at time t. In the prediction model retraining case, the
formulation is exactly the same, but the internals of M are different
- instead of storing sufficient statistics about the distributions, the
model now contains a parameterization of the mapping from the
observed data to the predicted label. However, in general structure,
this task can also be seen as a concrete instantiation of the general
problem described in Section 3. If in the distribution tracking case
we were only interested in having new observations be sufficiently
close to our model estimation, we now wish to explicitly predict
labels for observations. In this case, a success (or a “hit”) is a case
when we predict the label of a new observation correctly, and a
failure (or a “miss”) is the case we didn’t. It is easy to see now why
this setting strictly generalizes the distribution tracking case - one
can construct a prediction task where the predicted label is “1” if the
observation is within a certain ellipse around the distribution mean,
and “0” otherwise (where the hidden decision boundary needs to be

PREDICTION MODEL RETRAINING

In this Section we discuss another instantiation of the autonomous
model management problem, that of maintaining prediction models.
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learned by the classifier). This model prediction formulation exactly
mimics the distribution tracking case.
In cases where the model can be explicitly parameterized, almost
the exact approach as that taken in Algorithm 1 can be taken, with
only a few modifications, namely to the grid partitioning of the state
D obs ∈ OBS}.
space, which is now defined as S = {⟨m, obs⟩ | m ∈ M,
While not all modeling approaches are equally amenable to this
type of model parameterization, many useful families of classifiers,
such as artificial neural networks and logistic regression (which we
use in this paper), expose their internal parameters. This property
makes such models particularly suitable to be used in conjunction
with the model management framework proposed in this paper.

7.2

Real World Domain - ECOMP

As a proof of concept for the predictive model update case, we
once again use the AT&T’s ECOMP data. In our experiment, we
use the two features most correlated with the predicted label. As an
underlying predictive model we use logistic regression. As described
above, this model is straightforwardly usable within the context of
our framework since it explicitly exposes its parameters. Recall that
in the logistic regression setting we fit coefficients β 0 , β 1 such that
P r (l abel =1|x )
they capture the log odds ratio ln( 1−P r (l abel =1|x ) ) = β 0 + β 1 · x.
Given that this is the case, an arithmetic mean of the coefficients
is a reasonable analogue to the notion of transfer defined in the
distribution tracking case. We also note that the expected utility of
servicing requests adhering to one decision rule based on another
decision rule can again be computed analytically. In this case, we
used a grid granularity of 10 per dimension, C = 5, and days as
timesteps. Using the ECOMP dataset to monitor a predictive model’s
ability to classify user requests as solved vs. unsolved is a real world
use case for the proposed framework. We show that despite this
setting being significantly harder, the AVI approach still does a
better job of balancing cost and accuracy over time compared to
the seven baselines we tested.
The results in this experiment are presented in Figure 4. Even
in this considerably more complicated case, the RL approach we
present in this paper is significantly superior to the other model
update policies examined.

8

Figure 4: Reward, success rate and cost per step over 30 time steps
for our approximate value iteration (AVI) system compared to the
other model retraining policies in the AT&T ECOMP domain. In
this experiment, the models do not simply track a distribution but
rather attempt to make predictions over the data. Results are averaged over 20 simulations per step and are statistically significant
(using a paired t-test). Figure is best viewed in color.

8.1

Fitted Value Iteration

Sampling-based Fitted Value Iteration, or FVI [10], is an off-policy
approximate dynamic programming algorithm that computes an
approximation of the optimal value function, V̂ (s) by repeatedly
sampling a finite subset of the state space, S F V I = {s 1 ,s 2 , . . . ,s m },
and using it to perform value iteration, while also refining a function approximator that predicts V̂ (s) for s ∈ S that haven’t been
observed yet. More concretely, in our general case:
∀i ∈ {1 . . . m}
i

i

y = R(s ) + γ · max a (E (s ′ |s i ,a) [V̂ (s ′ )])
V̂ (s) := SL({(s 1 ,y 1 , (s 2 ,y 2 ), . . . , (s m ,ym )})
V̂ (s) is initialized arbitrarily (in our case, most conveniently, to
all zeros). d after each update scan, a supervised learning algorithm
SL is used as a function approximator that approximates the value
function over the complete state-space, based on the “labeled” examples generated with by the previous version of the approximator,
{(s 1 ,y 1 , (s 2 ,y 2 ), . . . , (s m ,ym )}. While FVI is not guaranteed to converge to the optimal policy, it often performs well in practice, and
is theoretically well-behaved [22].

SCALING UP MODEL RETRAINING WITH
FITTED VALUE ITERATION AND DEEP
NEURAL NETS

As encouraging as the results in sections 6 and 7 are, the concrete
implementation used in those sections is not without limitations.
Perhaps most important is the issue of scale - any reinforcement
learning paradigm reliant on grid value iteration is heavily subject
to the curse of dimensionality. Fortunately, alternative function
approximators, more amenable to high-dimensional input, exist. In
this section, we adapt a different approximate value iteration approach, Fitted Value Iteration [10], to the model retraining problem,
using a Convolutional Neural Network [14] as the approximator.
We subsequently demonstrate that how with this modification our
framework scales to much higher dimensional input.

8.2

Generalizing the Model Retraining
Framework with Neural Fitted Value
Iteration

In this subsection we consider how to concretely extend the distribution tracking approach described in Section 5 to an arbitrary
number of dimensions using an FVI approach. Instead of sampling
a grid representation of the entire state space, we wish to iteratively
sample from the state space ⟨M i ,obs i ⟩. For this purpose, we can
use the sampled batches of observations to sample <model, true
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Algorithm 2 Distribution Tracking Fitted Value Iteration
L which is a union of observation samples
1: Input: observation sample obs

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

from the last k timesteps, max number of iterations q, initial approximate value function V̂0 , discount factor γ .
i =0
while V̂ not converged and i < q do
draw states S i +1 = {⟨M i , obs i ⟩}
compute approximate reward for each state {r i }
P
yi +1 (s ) := r i (s ) + maxa s ′ P a (s, s ′ )γ (Vi (s ′ ))
Train new approximator V̂i +1 = C N N (S i +1, yi +1 )
i =i +1
end while
The resultant policy:



X

π (s ) := arg max 
P a (s, s ′ ) R a (s, s ′ ) + γ V̂ (s ′ ) 


a
′
s


observation distribution> configurations. Because in the multivariate case computing the expected utility of a model given a true
distribution analytically may be expensive, we opt to approximate
this utility using Monte Carlo sampling. Specifically, we draw from
the “real distribution” and estimate how many of these requests are
adequately handled by the model, giving us an immediate reward
signal for the state which fits the analytical estimate in expectation.
For the purpose of function approximation we use a 5-layer
convolutional neural net regressor. The training input is a tuple of
both the model and true distribution coefficients, and the supervised
signal is R(⟨M i ,obs i ⟩) + γ · max a (E (s ′ |s i ,a) [V̂ (a(⟨M i ,obs i ⟩)]). We
iteratively draw a new subset and update the function approximator
using FVI until either convergence or a predetermined maximal
number of iterations is reached. The full procedure is described in
Algorithm 2.

8.3

Figure 5: Reward, success rate and cost per step over 30 time steps
for our fitted value iteration (FVI) system compared to the other
model retraining policies on simulated 10-dimensional data. Results are averaged over 20 simulations and are statistically significant (using a paired t-test). Figure is best viewed in color.

we present a reinforcement learning approach for continual model
updating. Rather than building concept drift resistance into the
learned model, we frame the model update problem as a sequential
decision making task, and adapt an approximate value iteration
approach to learn a policy for when to update the model, and how.
This framework is generic, has theoretical grounding, and can be
easily applied to many different real world systems. We empirically
evaluate our approach on three different datasets, and show it
outperforms other baseline update policies.
Our approach is just the first step toward more robust systems
that can adapt to changing environments. Certain issues, such as
the appropriate partitioning of streaming data into batches, and
identifying performance under different types of drift, should be
explored in future work. In addition, other reinforcement learning
algorithms and more refined transfer strategies could greatly benefit
the system, and would make for excellent follow-up research.

Empirical Evaluation

We illustrate the effectiveness of the FVI approach using a synthetic dataset of a 20-dimensional multivariate Gaussian that shifts
randomly in each dimension in each timestep. As before, using
a synthetic dataset for testing is useful since controlling the process which generates the data gives us the freedom to fully test
the validity and robustness of our approach. Data is drawn from
a 100-dimensional Gaussian distribution with unknown ⟨µ, Σ⟩ parameters. As before, at each timestep, a number of observations
(or requests) is drawn from this distribution (the number of observations drawn is itself a random variable drawn from a Poisson
distribution |obst | ∼ Poi(λ)). Additionally, the distribution shifts in
a random walk process at each timestep - µ and Σ drift by factors
drawn from a different unknown distribution. We use the same
cost parameters as in Section 5, with the same baselines, all generalizable to the 20-dimensional case. The results are presented in
Figure 5. As one might observe from the results, despite the overall
challenge, the value-iteration approach still does best in terms of
balancing retraining costs and performance.
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